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If G is a graph which induces neither K1,3 nor Ks -  e and if A(G)~<2to(G)- 5, then 
x(G) = to(G). Conversely, for each k ~ 4 there is a graph G which induces neither K1, 3 nor 
Ks - e such that to(G) = k, A(G) = 2k - 3 and x(G) = k + 1. 
For a graph H with maximal degree A(H) Vizing's Theorem tells us that the 
chromatic index x'(H) satisfies A(H) <~ x'(H) ~< A(H) + 1. Beineke [2] charac- 
terized line graphs as those graphs which do not induce any one of nine specified 
graphs, among which are  K1, 3 and K5-  e. We make the following definition: a 
graph G is linear if it induces neither K1, 3 nor  K 5 - e. If G is the line graph of H, 
then dearly the chromatic number x(G) of G equals x'(H) and (provided either 
zI(H) I> 3 or H is triangle-free) the clique number to(G) of G equals zl(H). From 
this point of view, the following theorem, which is the main result of Kierstead 
[4], generalizes Vizing's Theorem. 
Theorem 1. If G is linear, then ;~(G) <~ to(G) + 1. 
Suppose G is linear. Then to(G) - 1 ~< A(G) <~ 2to(G) - 2 (except when to(G) = 
3 and W (see Fig. 1) is an induced subgraph of G). Now, if A(G) >t 3 and A(G) is 
small relative to to(G), say A(G)<~to(G), then x(G)=to(G)  by Brooks' 
Theorem. Therefore, for any k there is a largest b <~ 2k-  2 such that whenever 
to(G) ~<k and A(G)~< b, then ;t(G)<~ k. In this paper we will investigate the 
value of b. (In cases where k <~ 4 there are very easy exact values of b. Therefore, 
we will really be concerned with graphs G for which to(G)i> 5.) Our main result 
is the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. If G is linear and A(G) <<. 2to(G) - 5, then x(G) = to(G). 
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In the case that the clique number is exactly 5, we have an improvement to 
Theorem 2. 
Theorem 3. I f  G is linear, to(G) = 5 and A(G) <~ 6, then x(G) = 5. 
Theorem 3 is optimal. We do not know whether Theorem 2 is the best possible 
result, although it very nearly is. 
Theorem 4. I f  k >t4, then there is a linear graph G such that to(G)= k, 
A(G) = 2k - 3 and x(G) = k + 1. 
It is appropriate to mention at this point a related result of Dhurandbar [3]: If 
G is a graph which induces none of K1,3, K5 - e and one other graph D (see Fig. 1), 
and if to(G) < A(G) and A(G) t> 6, then x(G) < A(G). 
This result follows (even without requiring that D not be an induced subgraph) 
from Theorems 1, 2 and 3. By Theorem 1 we need only consider the case in 
which A(G) = to(G) + 1. If A(G) = 6, then Theorem 3 proves it; and if A(G) > 6, 
then A(G)<~ 2to(G) -5 ,  so Theorem 2 proves it. 
The following conjecture seems quite attractive, for it implies Theorems 1, 2 
and 3, and complements Theorem 4. 
Conjecture 5. If G is linear and A(G) <<- 2to(G) - 4, then x(G) = to(G). 
Our notation will be quite standard. All graphs and multigraphs are finite. Let 
M be a multigraph. For vertices x, y of M we let/z(x, y) be the number of edges 
joining x and y. We write x -y  if/~(x, y) > 0, and x-~y otherwise. For x a vertex 
of M, we set N(x) = {y: y -x}  and Nix] = N(x) U {x}, and we let its degree be 
6(x). The multiplicity/~(M) = maxx_ r/z(x, y), and the maximal degree A(M)= 
max x 6(x). An n-clique is a set X of vertices uch that Ixl - n and x -y  for every 
distinct x, y ~ X. The clique number to(M) is the cardinality of the largest clique. 
If to(M)~< 2, then we say that M is triangle-free. We say that M has no 4-sided 




triangles if it has no 3-clique X such that/~(x, y) I> 2 for some x, y ~ X. We let 
x(M) and x'(M) denote the chromatic number and the chromatic index 
respectively. The graph G is critical if x (H)< x(G) for each proper induced 
subgraph H of G. The graphs K1,3 and K5-  e are pictured in Fig. 2. The line 
graph L(M) of a multigraph M is the graph whose vertices are the edges of M, 
two vertices being adjacent in L(M) if they share a vertex in M. 
The proof of Theorem 1 proceeded in two steps. First, in Kierstead-Schmerl 
[5], the theorem was reduced to the special case of line graphs of certain types of 
multigraphs, namely those with no 4-sided triangles and having multiplicity at 
most 2. Second, in Kierstead [4] a bound on the chromatic index of these 
multigraphs was obtained. Our proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 follow this same 
outline. In Lemma 9 we make a reduction to the line graphs of the same types of 
multigraphs. Then in Lemmas 12 and 13 we determine the chromatic indices of 
these multigraphs. 
For completeness, we will first dispose of those graphs G which have small 
clique number, specifically to(G) ~< 4. 
Proposition 6. Let G be a linear graph. 
(1) I f  to(G) = 2 and A(G) <<- 1, then x(G) = 2. 
(2) I f  to(G) = 3 and A(G) <~ 3, then x(G) - 3. 
(3) I f  to(G) =4 and A(G) <~4, then x(G) = 4. 
Proof. (1) is trivial, and (2) and (3) follow from Brooks' Theorem. [] 
Proposition 7. There are linear graphs Gv G2, G3 such that: 
(1) to(Gx)= 2, a(G1)= 2 and x(Gx)= 3; 
(2) to(G2) = 3, a(G2) = 4 and x(G2) =4; 
(3) to(G3) = 4, a(G3) = 5 and x(G3) = 5. 
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Proof. 
G2 
[] Fig. 3 
Lemma 8. Let M be a multigraph such that M contains no 4-sided triangles and 
I~(M) <~ 2. Then L(M) is a linear graph. Furthermore, 
to(L(M)) = A(M) if A(M) >i 3, 
x (L (M) )=x ' (M) ,  
A(L(M)) =max (6(x) + 6(,y) - lz(x, y ) -  1). 
x~y 
Lemma 8 shows that results about the chromatic number of linear graphs yield 
results about the chromatic index of multigraphs having multiplicity at most 2 and 
no 4-sided triangles. The next lemma, which is an improvement of Lemma 5 of 
[5], is a converse of this. 
Lemma 9. Let G = (V, E) be a linear graph such that to(G)>15 and %(G)= 
to(G) + 1. Then there is a multigraph M which contains no 4-sided triangles such 
that la(M) <~ 2 and 
co(L(M)) = co(G), %(L(M)) = %(G), A(L(M)) <- A(G). 
Proof. We can assume, without loss of generality, that if G '= (V', E') is any 
other linear graph such that to(G')= to(G) and %(G')= x(G), then A(G')>~ 
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A(G); if furthermore A(G' )= A(G), then Iv'l IVl; and if A(G')= A(G) and 
IV'[ = IV I, then le'l ~ lel. Notice that Theorem 1 implies that G is critical and 
hence connected. We begin by proving the following: 
(1) Every x e V is in some 4-clique. 
Since G is critical and %(G)i> 6, then di(x)/> 5. If 6(x)t> 6, then by Ramsey 
theory x is in a 4-clique as otherwise G would induce a K1, 3. Therefore, we can 
assume that 6(x) = 5. Then ;t(G) = 6 and to(G) = 5. With the intent of obtaining 
a contradiction, let us assume that x is not in a 4-clique. It then follows that G has 






First, suppose 6(xi) I> 7 for some xi. For example, let Yl, Y2, Y3, Y4 be distinct 
vertices adjacent o xl different from xs, x2 and x. Now {xl, ya, Y2, Y3, Y4} form a 
5-clique, for if (for example) y~ J-Y2, then {x, Xx, y~, Y2} would be an induced K1. 3. 
Since x2 J- xs, each of the Yi must be adjacent o either x2 or x5 in order to avoid 
an induced Kx,3. Thus x 2 (for example) is adjacent o two of the yi's. But then to 
avoid an induced K5-  e, x2 must be adjacent o each of the yi. However, then 
there is a 6-clique, contradicting that to(G) = 5. 
We can therefore assume that 6(x;) ~< 6 for each x~. 
By the criticality of G, there is a 5-coloring tp' of G \ {x}. Since tp' cannot be 
extended to a 5-coloring of G, each color c~ = q~'(x~) is distinct. Let d i be a color 
different from cg which is not the color of any vertex in N(x~)\N[x]. Let 
dp = #p' ~ (G\N[x]). We will try to extend tp to a 5-coloring of G, coloring each x, 
with either c~ or d~, which are the colors available to xi. 
Suppose, for two nonadjacent vertices in N(x), say xl and x3, that {c 1, dl} N 
{C3, d3} :~ ~. Color both xl and x3 with a common available color. Then color x2 
with one of its available colors which was not used to color xl. Now try to color x4 
and x5 with their available colors. (If this can be done, then there is still a color 
remaining for x since x I and x3 received the same color.) How can this be 
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impossible? Only if {C4, d4} = {c5, ds}, and the color that x 1 received was one of 
the c4, d4. Then xl and x4 have a common available color, so start the procedure 
with Xl and x4 instead of xl and x3. If this fails, then {c2, d2} = {c3, d3}.  
Continuing in this manner  will result in {Cl, dl} = {c2, d2} = ' "= {c5, ds}. But 
this is impossible since all the ci's are distinct. 
Thus, we have shown that if a color is available to both xi and xj, where xi ~ xj, 
then x i -x j .  Without loss of generality, we can assume that c~=d2= 1, 
c 2 = d 3 = 2, c 3 -'- d4 = 3, c 4 = d 5 = 4, c 5 = d 1 = 5. (Since each di is forced, it must be 
that 6(x~) = 6 and that each of the 3 colors not available to x~ has been assigned 
by tp to some vertex adjacent to x~.) 
Suppose y • N(x l ) \N[x]  and that ¢(y)  = 2. Then, to avoid a K1,3, y • N(xs) or 
y • N(x2). But ygN(x2), because 2 is available to x 2. Thus, y • N(xs). Similarly, if 
z•N(x4) \N[x  ] and q~(z)=2,  then z eN(xs),  so that z=y.  Therefore,  we can 
conclude more generally, that the graph in Fig. 5 is a subgraph of G. All the 
vertices of G are vertices of this graph. For if z was another vertex and, for 
example, z -y2 ,  then to avoid a K1,3,  either z -x1  or z -x3 ,  contradicting 
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{Yl, Y2, Y3, xl, x2} would be a K 5 -e .  But then one easily sees that x (G)= 5, 
which is a contradiction. This completes the proof of (1). 
By the criticality of G, 6(x)I> to(G) for each x • V. Therefore Nix] is not a 
clique. However, the following is true: 
(2) For each x • V there is a unique pair of maximal cliques, X and Y, such that 
x •xn  Y and N[x]~_XU Y. 
We will first prove the existence of X and Y. Let X be a maximum clique such 
that x • X. By (1), IX[/> 4. It suffices to show that if y, z • N[x]kX then y - z. So, 
suppose y, z •N[x] \X  and y~rz. Then for any a •X\{x}  either a -y  or a ~z,  
as otherwise {x,y, z, a} would be a K1, 3. Since [X\{x}l I>3, there are distinct 
a, b•X\{x)  such that (for instance) a-y  and b-y .  But then, for each 
d•X\{a ,  b,x}, d -y  as otherwise {a, b, d,x,y} would be a Ks-e .  But then 
X U {y } is a clique, contradicting that X is a maximal clique. 
Now we will prove the uniqueness of the pair X, Y. Let X, Y be maximal 
cliques such that x • X n Y and Nix] c_ X U Y. If Z is any maximal clique such 
that x •Z  and Izl 4, then either IXNZI~>3 or I YAZI~>3. But if, say, 
IX n Z I >/3, then Z = X as otherwise G would induce a K5 - e. So, if uniqueness 
fails, it is because there are maximal cliques X, Y, Z such that x • X n Y n Z, 
IXl>~4, I r l - - IZ l -3  and N[x]c_XUY and N[x]~_XUZ. But this clearly 
implies Y = Z. This proves (2). 
We will call the unique pair of maximal cliques X, ¥, for which x • X N Y and 
Nix] ~ X U Y, the covering cliques of x. 
The proof of (2) has shown moreover that the following is true. 
(3) If x • X, where X is a maximal clique such that Isl t> 4, then X is a covering 
clique. 
We next prove: 
(4) If x ~ y, then x and y have a common covering clique. 
Let X and A be the covering cliques of x, and let Y and B be the covering 
cliques of y, and assume IX[ 1> [A[ and [r[ I> IBI. Then ISl t>4 and [Y[~>4. 
Assume that (4) does not hold. Then by (3), y ¢ X and x ~ Y. Hence y • A and 
x •B .  If Izl = 2, then A = {x, y}=B,  so we have Ial = IBI =3.  LetA= {x, y, Xo} 
and B={x,y ,  y0}, so that xo•Y,  y0•X, xo%Y0, xo~B and yogA. Then 
X n Y = t~, because if z • X n Y, then {x, y, z, Xo} would be a clique, contradict- 
ing that A is a maximal clique. 
Let H be the bipartite graph spanned by all edges of G joining a vertex X to a 
vertex of Y. Then in H, x -y ,  x -Yo and Xo -y .  Also, A(H) = 2, as otherwise G 
would contain an induced Ks - e. Let X0 be the set of all vertices in X belonging 
to the same connected component of H as x does, and let Yo be the set of all 
vertices in Y belonging to this same connected component (which is a path or an 
even circuit). 
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We claim that for each vertex x' of Xo, N(x') ~_ X t3 Yo, and for each vertex y' 
of Yo, N(y')  ~ Y O Xo. This is certainly true for x' = x and y' = y; suppose it fails 
for, say, some x', but that it holds for some y' ~ N(x')  fq Yo. Let z -x ' ,  where 
z~XU Y. Then there is w ~X\ (N(y ' )UN(z ) ) ,  and {x', z,y ' ,  w} induces a K1, 3, 
a contradiction. 
Finally, we prove that [Xo U Y0[ ~> 5. Suppose that IX 0 U Yol = 4, so that both x0 
and Yo have degree 1 in H. Let G' be obtained from G by adding an edge joining 
x0 and Y0- Then G' is linear, to(G') = to(G) and so x(G')  = x(G) by Theorem 1. 
Furthermore, A (G ' )=A(G)  as, in G, 6 (Xo)=5(y) - l ,  and Iv'l=lvI. But 
le'l > IEI contradicting the assumptions on G. 
So the hypotheses of Lemma 10 (proved below) are seen to hold, yielding a 
contradiction. This proves (4). 
We can now construct M. Let the vertices of M be the covering cliques. 
Corresponding to each x • V, there is an edge ex of M which joins X and Y, the 
covering cliques of x. It is easy to check that L(M)~-G and that M has the 
desired properties. [] 
The following lemma is needed in the proof of Lemma 9. 
Lemma 10. Let G be a graph, let X and Y be cliques such that X fq Y = O, and let 
X o ~ X and Yo c_ Y be such that IXo t.J Y01 >~ 5. Suppose for each x ~ X o, that 
N(x)  ~_ X t.) Yo and for each y ~ Yo that N(y) ~_ Y t.J X o. Furthermore, suppose that 
the edges of  G joining a vertex of  Xo to a vertex of Yo span a path or a circuit. Then 
G is not critical. 
Proof. Assume that G is critical, so that x (G)> max(lxl, IYI). Without loss of 
generality suppose IXo[ ~< [Yo[. Let h: X o ~ Yo be a one-to-one function such that 
x~h(x)  for each xeXo.  Let Xo={Xl ,  X2 , . . . , xn} .  Let aPo be a Of (G) - I ) -  
coloring of G \ {Xo LI Yo}. For 0 ~< i < n, extend ~Pi to ~Pi÷l by assigning colors to 
x~÷l and h(Xi÷l) as follows: If c is some color which ~pi does not assign to any 
vertex in X U Y, let ~Pi+l(xi+l) = ~Pi+l(h(x~÷l)) = c. If there is no such c, then let 
~P~+l(x~÷l) be some color, ~p~ does not assign to any vertex in X, and let 
api+l(h(x~÷l) ) be some color, ~Pi does not assign to any vertex in Y. If [Xo[ = 11101, 
put ~p = ~Pn- If [Xo[ = [Yo[- 1, extend ~Pn to ~p by giving the last vertex of Yo a 
color which ~Pn has not assigned to any vertex in Y. Clearly, ~p is a 0 f (G) -  1)- 
coloring of G, a contradiction. [] 
Lemmas 8 and 9 allow Conjecture 5 to be reformulated in the following 
seemingly weaker, but equivalent, manner. 
Conjecture 5'. I f  M is a multigraph with no 4-sided triangles uch that It(M) <- 2 
and 6(x) + 6(y) <~ 2A(M) +/z(x, y) - 3 whenever x ~ y, then x ' (M)  = A(M). 
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We are going to need the following generalization of Vizing's Adjacency 
Lemma, which was proved by Andersen [1]. 
Lemma 11. Let M be a multigraph with vertices v, w joined by an edge e. Suppose 
that 6(v) <~ k and z ' (M - e) <~ k. For each x e N(v), let d(x) = 6(x) + t~(x, v). 
Suppose 
(1) for eachx eN(v) ,d(x)<~k + 1; 
(2) {{xeN(v) :d (x )=k  + l}[~<k + 1 -  d(w). 
Then, z ' (M) <~ k. 
Lemma 12. Let M be a multigraph with no 4-sided triangles uch that l~(M)<~ 2
and 6(x) + 6(y) <~ 2A(M) +/~(x, y) - 4 whenever x ~ y. Then x'(M) = za(M). 
Proof. Let Mo be the induced subgraph of M consisting of all vertices x for which 
6(x) < A(M). By Theorem 1 and Lemma 8, z'(Mo) ~< zl(M). By induction we will 
show that x'(M) <~ zl(M). Suppose 3//o ~_ M~ ~_ M and that e is an edge of M1 not 
in M0, and that z'(M1 - e) ~< zl(M). Let e join v and w, where v ~ Mo. Therefore, 
6(v) = za(M) and consequently, for each x c N(v), 6(x) +/~(x, v) ~< zl(M). 
Conditions (1) and (2) of Lemma 11 are met, so that x'(M1) <- A(M). [] 
Lemma 13. Let M be a multigraph with no 4-sided triangles uch that #(M)<~ 2, 
A(M) = 5, and 6(x) + 6(y) <~ 7 + lz(x, y) whenever x - y. Then x'(M) = 5. 
Proof. Let M0 be the spanning subgraph of M consisting of those edges e joining 
vertices v and w, where either /~(v, w)=2 or else 6(w)<~6(v)<-4. Clearly 
A(Mo)~<4, so z'(M0)~<5 by Theorem 1. By induction we will show that 
z ' (M) ~< 5. Suppose Mo ~_ M1 ~_ M and that e is an edge of 341 not in M0, and that 
z'(M1 - e) <~ 5. It is easily checked that the hypotheses of Lemma 11 are met, so 
that z'(M~) ~< 5. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let G be a linear graph such that A(G) <~ 2to(G) - 5 and 
z(G) > to(G). Then, by Theorem 1, z(G) = to(G) + 1. By Brooks' Theorem, 
to(G)--->6 so by Lemma 9 we can assume that G=L(M) ,  where M is a 
multigraph such that M has no 4-sided triangles and /z(M)~<2. By Lemma 8, 
z ' (M)=z(L (M) )=z(G)>to(G)= A(M ), and also 6(x)+ 6(y)<-EA(M)+ 
/ z (x ,y ) -4  whenever x -y .  Then Lemma 12 implies z ' (M)=A(M) ,  a 
contradiction. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3. This is the same as the proof of Theorem 2, using Lemma 
13 instead of Lemma 12. [] 
We conclude this paper with the examples needed to prove Theorem 4. Notice 
that the search for these examples is facilitated by Lemma 9. 
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Proof of Theorem 4. For each k I> 4 we will construct a triangle-free multigraph 
M such that #(M)<~2, A(M)=k,  x ' (M)=k+I  , and 6(x)+6(y)<~2k+ 
#(x, y ) -  2 whenever x -y .  Then by Lemma 8 the graph G = L(M) will be as 
required. There will be 4 cases which depend on the congruence class of k 
modulo 4. In each of the 4 cases the required lower bound on x'(M) can be 
obtained by using the inequality x'(M)>1 e~ L2~v], where e and v are respectively 
the number of edges and the number of vertices of M. 
We will use the following notation. If H is a graph, then H ~2~ denotes the 
multigraph obtained from H by replacing each edge of H by 2 parallel edges. 
Case 1. k = 4m. Let H be any triangle-free, 2m-regular graph with an odd 
number of vertices. For example, let H have vertex set {0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  6rn - 2}, and 
let x-y  iff Ix-y[--=1, 3, 5 , . . . ,  2m-  1 (mod(6m- 1)). Then M =H (2) is easily 
seen to be as required. 
Case 2. k =4m + 2. Let H'  be any triangle-free (2m + 1)-regular graph. For 
example, let H'  have vertex set {0, 1 ,2 , . . .  ,4m + 1}, and let x -y  iff I x -  
Y I-- 1, 3, 5 , . . . ,  2m + 1 (mod(4m + 2)). Form H by inserting a new vertex on 
some edge of H'. Then M = H (2) has the required properties. 
Case 3. k = 4m + 1. Let H be the graph with vertex set {0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  8m-  5}, 
where x - y iff Ix - y{ - 1, 3, 5 , . . . ,  2m - 1 (mod(Sm - 4)). We are going to form 
M from H (2) by adjoining to H (2) 3 new vertices a, b, c such that /~(a, b )= 
#(b, c) = 2 and a J- c. Furthermore, for each x e {0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  8m - 5}, #(a, x) + 
#(b,x)  + #(c, x)= 1. Specifically, a -x  iff x is even, and c -x  iff x is odd. 
Clearly, M has all the required properties. 
Case 4. k =4m + 3. Let H be the graph with vertex set {0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  8m + 1} 
where x-y  iff either Ix -Y l -4m + 1 (mod(Sm + 2)) or Ix -y [ -  1, 3 , . . . ,  2m - 
1 (mod(8m + 2)). Notice that H is (2m + 1)-regular and triangle-free. We are 
going to form M from H (2) by adjoining to H (2) 3 new vertices a, b, c such that 
#(a, b) = #(b, c) = 2 and a J~ c. Furthermore, for each x e {0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  8m + 1}, 
#(a, x) +/z(b, x) + #(c, x) = 1. Specifically, a -x  iffx is even and x ~: 0; c -x  iffx 
is odd and x :~ 2m + 1; b - x iff x = 0 or x = 2m + 1. Again, M clearly has all the 
required properties. [] 
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